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When it comes to choosing a CPA firm to 

handle your organization’s accounting, it 

can be too easy to wait until the last minute to make a choice.  It can also be just as easy to become 

complacent, sticking with the same CPA firm year after year simply because it’s easier than looking into other 

options.  After all, no one enjoys the accounting process - particularly if you have more important things on 

your plate.  But choosing who handles your audit, taxes, and accounting is crucial to the success of your 

organization.   

When it comes to choosing the firm you wish to work with or in deciding whether to stay with your current 

firm, there are three things you need to consider: 

 1. Cost: The saying, “you get what you pay for,” isn’t necessarily applicable in this situation.  It’s easy 

 to make the mistake of thinking a larger firm with a bigger price tag means you’re guaranteed to have 

 the best they can offer.  Bigger firms tend to charge more simply because they can.  It’s similar to 

 consumerism, where, often times, you are simply paying for the brand name - not the quality of the 

 product.  This doesn’t mean you should run off to the firm who is cheapest either, though.  

 Sometimes a low cost means less experience or less personalized attention.  You’re essentially looking 

 for the sweet spot.  A firm who offers great value you can trust at a fair price. 

 

 2. Reliability: Do you dread calling your service provider?  That’s usually a good sign it’s time to 

 switch.  While you may not enjoy asking audit or accounting questions, when you pick up the phone, 

 you should have an assurance that not only will someone pick up, but that they’ll be able to offer you 

 the answer you need.  Just as you wouldn’t go to a doctor you dread, you shouldn’t trust your 

 organization’s financial security to someone you don’t trust or even like very much.  A good service 

 provider is patient, knowledgeable, and always makes you feel assured. 

 

 3. Priority: You deserve to be a priority.  It’s that simple.  Unfortunately, most CPA firms make their 

 money off for-profit companies.  Because those audits and standard tax seasons fall at the beginning 

 of the year, they need to find work to keep their staff busy the other 3/4’s of the year.  They do so by 

 “picking up” nonprofit work.  What that translates to is nonprofits being filler jobs.  Often times, large 
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 companies assign nonprofit audits, taxes, and accounting projects to new graduates and less 

 experienced staff.  They save their long-term, more knowledgeable accountants for the clients who 

 bring in the big bucks.  You shouldn't settle for this low standard.  When interviewing CPA firms, find 

 out exactly who will be managing your accounting needs, how much experience they have within and 

 outside the firm, and how many clients they currently are managing.  Do a few test run calls and 

 emails before signing anything to make sure you get a fast and informed response.   

 

It matters who handles your finances.  Don’t wait to assess whether you’re in the right hands.  Instead, start 

now by asking yourself if the CPA firm who currently represents you easily meets the above requirements.  If 

they do, consider yourself lucky!  But if there is any hesitation or doubt, reach out to multiple firms for a 

quote and make sure to have conversations that give you better insight into who the people are you will be 

working with going forward.  That way, you can rest assured you did due diligence and are exactly where you 

should be. 


